Luke Hanney
Justification on class of work ‘5’ – Smartphones & Tablets
I support the exemption that ‘jailbreaking’ and ‘rooting’ of smartphones & tablet pcs should be
made to legally allow this to take place; this is because in truth it does not violate any of Apple’s
rights, patents or T&Cs for that matter; it does not allow any illegal activities and provides very
useful tools and tweaks for use on such said devices –iPhones have a lack of customisation options
with a jailbreak you can completely customise every aspect of the phone from background to icons
to full on themes – even modify the notification sounds; store more icons on the icon dock and really
make the phone so whatever you choose to do you can really say its your phone for the unique
modifications you give it. Although I am only on the user side of things and do these things as a
hobby and for research some people rely on ‘Jailbreaking’ as a way of life – they code some of the
useful applications and tweaks that we users so desire – and for each one of us that purchases that
application we support them for their time and efforts this idea of ‘jailbreak’ and ‘jailbreaking’ has
started out as a small community but grown into a large community based and run operation users
and developers alike all join together in discussion to help and to learn it unifies devices users into a
community that is ever more growing – this is why I want to ensure that the ‘Jailbreaking’ of iPhones
and ‘rooting’ of Android phones is legal under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) so the
growing community can prosper and as time progresses we see even more astounding works sprout
from research and the communities desire for tweaks apps and customisation – this need not be a
war with apple but a simple tool to enrich the apple iDevice and iOS experience! Without a
‘Jailbreak’ an iPhone is practically the same as any standard 2G phone out there such as the
Samsung Tacco Lite just with 3G capabilities which only enable faster network communication of all
things out there. So I ask you to give us and or devices their freedom from the jail‐like surroundings
apple imposes upon us; make it legal under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act to ‘Jailbreak’ and
‘Root’ our smartphones and tablets such as the iPad/iPad2 and various Android based tablets!

